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Plebiscitary Election 
 
A Plebiscite (or Plebiscitary) election is a route to independence where a 
normal scheduled democratic event, such as a UK General Election or a 
Scottish General Election is utilised to seek a democratic mandate to 
declare independence or to negotiate independence. 
 
In the Scottish context a pro-Independence party or parties could include 
in their manifesto for a UK general election, the provision that should they 
succeed in winning a majority of Scottish seats then that would provide 
them with a mandate to declare independence. It would be wise for these 
parties to exclude any other policies in their manifestoes in order to avoid 
any confusion about the outcome should they win.  
 

Prior to devolution this route to independence was SNP policy and in fact 
the former Conservative PM, Margaret Thatcher, stated that should the 
SNP achieve a majority of Scottish seats at Westminster then that would 
constitute a mandate for independence. It was obvious to her that the 
key policy of the SNP was independence and that, even without declaring 
so in their multi-policy manifesto, a majority of SNP seats would 
represent a clear mandate for independence.  

Advantages of a Plebiscite election  
• Not dependent on seeking permission from the British State, likely 

to be refused 
• Can be scheduled within the regular parliamentary election 

timetables 
• Clarity & Simplicity – a mandate is sought, subject to a simple 

condition  
• The result would be accepted by the international community as 

occurring in the context of a legitimate democratic event 
• Replicable: can be repeated in the next election if unsuccessful 
• Enforceable – General election results are not “advisory” unlike 

referendums in the UK.  
 
Disadvantages of Plebiscite Election 

• A single issue is being addressed by some parties while other 
parties may produce manifestos containing many or perhaps just 
one opposing.  
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• It may be deemed insufficient mandate without an accompanying 
majority of the “popular vote” or indeed an overall majority of the 
entire electorate.   

• Finally, if the Scottish people express an intention for independence, 
either at a lawful referendum or at a lawful election, no democrat 
on earth would deny that right, although anti-independence voices 
assert otherwise. 

 


